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Background: The emerging Coronavirus Disease-2019 (COVID-19) has challenged the
public health globally. With the increasing requirement of detection for SARS-CoV-2 outside
of the laboratory setting, a rapid and precise Point of Care Test (POCT) is urgently needed.

Methods: Targeting the nucleocapsid (N) gene of SARS-CoV-2, specific primers, and
probes for reverse transcription recombinase-aided amplification coupled with lateral flow
dipstick (RT-RAA/LFD) platform were designed. For specificity evaluation, it was tested with
human coronaviruses, human influenza A virus, influenza B viruses, respiratory syncytial
virus, and hepatitis B virus, respectively. For sensitivity assay, it was estimated by templates
of recombinant plasmid and pseudovirus of SARS-CoV-2 RNA. For clinical assessment,
100 clinical samples (13 positive and 87 negatives for SARS-CoV-2) were tested via
quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) and RT-RAA/LFD, respectively.

Results: The limit of detection was 1 copies/ml in RT-RAA/LFD assay, which could be
conducted within 30 min at 39°C, without any cross-reaction with other human
coronaviruses and clinical respiratory pathogens. Compared with RT-qPCR, the
established POCT assay offered 100% specificity and 100% sensitivity in the detection
of clinical samples.

Conclusion: This work provides a convenient POCT tool for rapid screening, diagnosis,
and monitoring of suspected patients in SARS-CoV-2 endemic areas.

Keywords: Coronavirus Disease-2019 , Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 , point of care test,
reverse-transcription recombinase-aided amplification, lateral flow dipstick
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INTRODUCTION

Since early December in 2019, a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-
2) was firstly detected and reported in Wuhan, China, and it
subsequently spread around the world, which presents a major
challenge to the global public health community to overcome
this novel infectious disease (Coronavirus Disease 2019, COVID-
19) (Wang C. et al., 2020). Patients with COVID-19 at early
infection exhibit clinical symptoms containing fever, dry cough,
and tiredness, and some might experience aches and pains, nasal
congestion, sore throat, or diarrhea. It is the light symptoms that
cause infected patients not to be aware that they need to be
isolated and tested. Furthermore, several symptoms of COVID-
19 are flu-like and can easily be misdiagnosed or missed
diagnosis. Most people (approximately 80%) recovered from
the disease without requiring hospital treatment, while
approximately 20% of people infected with COVID-19 become
seriously ill and develop difficulty breathing (Huang C. et al.,
2020). Some people with low immunity such as the older
people and those who are suffering from high blood pressure,
heart and lung problems, diabetes, or cancer, are at higher
risk of worsening conditions (Huang C. et al., 2020). As of
September 7, 2020, the total number of COVID-19 patients is
27 million which is reported in 213 countries and territories
around the world. Of these, seven million are currently suffering
from COVID-19, and more than 888,727 deaths are caused
by COVID-19. Furthermore, about two hundred thousand new
COVID-19 patients are being added daily. If the SARS-CoV-2
cannot be effectively contained before the arrival of the winter
flu, the global pressure on COVID-19 prevention and control
will increase further. It will seriously affect the population’s
health and delay economic and social development globally.
There is currently no licensed vaccine and no specific antiviral
therapy for COVID-19. Therefore, to control the sources of
infection and help patients to prevent illness progression, it is
essential to provide a reliable, efficient method that can rapidly
and accurately identify SARS-CoV-2 RNA.

According to the traditional Koch’s postulates, virus isolation
is the “gold standard” for virus diagnosis in the laboratory (Wu
et al., 2020). However, virus isolation is not a suitable approach
for large-scale detection. Viral nucleic acids can also be used for
early diagnosis, which is now widely used in the clinic (Wu et al.,
2020). The current reference method for SARS-CoV-2 detection
is specific, quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-
qPCR) testing samples from a nasal or pharyngeal swab, sputum,
or bronchoalveolar lavage specimen (Corman et al., 2020;
Pfefferle et al., 2020). However, RT-qPCR is costly, more time
consuming than RAA, and requires significant laboratory
infrastructure and training, hampering its current use in the
field, where there are resource limitations (Behrmann et al., 2020;
Huang W. E. et al., 2020). Additionally, a lengthy process
increases the risk of the potential further spread of SARS-CoV-
2 and hinders widespread testing of all potential contacts. To
overcome these obstacles, loop-mediated isothermal
amplification (LAMP), CRISPR-based fluorescent application,
and recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) have been
successfully used in the field to diagnose SARS-CoV-2
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 2
infection (Huang W. E. et al., 2020; Huang Z. et al., 2020;
Kashir and Yaqinuddin, 2020; Xia and Chen, 2020).

As an isothermal DNA amplification technology, recombinase-
aided amplification (RAA) can be used in the field due to its low
resource requirements (Fan et al., 2020; Wang Y. et al., 2020).

RAA is a new technology for nucleic acid amplification, and it
works using four enzymes (UvsX, UvsY, SSB, and polymerase) at a
constant temperature (Zhang et al., 2017). The principle is as
follows: UvsX, UvsY, and oligonucleotide primers are combined
into complex and then search for the homologous sequences; once it
is found, the homologous sequence was displaced as a single-
stranded DNA, and the complementary sequence was combined
with primers. After that, SSB bound to single-stranded DNA and
polymerase bound to the primer–DNA complex, then the
amplification was activated. The RAA requires only a simple
thermostatic device (constant temperature 37–42°C) and a short
reaction time (30 min). DNA amplification can be detected by gel
electrophoresis, oligo chromatographic lateral flow dipstick (LFD)
(Bai et al., 2020; Xiong et al., 2020), or real-time fluorescence
methods (Wang J. et al., 2020; Wang W. et al., 2020), considered
as a powerful detection means for Point of Care Test (POCT). Here,
we developed amolecular POCTmethod for SARS-CoV-2 based on
a reverse transcription RAA assay coupled with lateral flow dipstick
(RT-RAA/LFD) conducted at 39.0°C for 30 min.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Chaozhou
People’s Hospital affiliated with Shantou University Medical
College and the Ethics Committee of Hanshan Normal
University. A total of 100 clinical samples were collected from
both suspected COVID-19-patients and control populations at
Chaozhou People’s Hospital, Huizhou Central Hospital, and
Clinical Laboratory Center of the Chaozhou Hybribio Limited
Corporation. Viral RNA was extracted from 300 µl throat swabs
using a commercial RNA extraction kit (Chaozhou Hybribio Ltd.
Corp., Chaozhou, China) for immediate use or stored at −80°C.

Primers and Probes Design
The primers and probes used for the RT-RAA/LFD assay were
designed within conserved regions of the SARS-CoV-2
nucleocapsid (N) gene according to the principles of RAA primer
and probe design. NCBI Primer-BLAST was used to confirm the
specificity of the primers and probes. The potential for primer–
dimer and hairpin formation was analyzed with online Oligo
Evaluator software (http://www.oligoevaluator.com). The primers
and probe were synthesized by Shanghai Generay Biotech
(Shanghai, China). The oligonucleotide sequences of the RAA
primers and probe used in the study are listed in Table 1.

RT-RAA/LFD Assay
The RT-RAA/LFD assay was performed using a commercial RT-
RAA kit with nfo (Cat. No. T00R01; Qitian Bio-Tech Co., Ltd.,
Jiangsu, China) (China Invention Patent No. CN201210328735.8)
February 2021 | Volume 11 | Article 613304
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in a reaction volume of 50 µl. The reactionmixtures contained 25 µl
of reaction buffer, 10 µl of extracted template, 6.5 µl of ddH2O, 0.6 µl
of the probe (10 µM), 2.1 µl of the forward primer (10 µM), 3 µl of
the FITC-labeled reverse primer (10 µM), and 2.8 µl of 280 mM
magnesium acetate. After all the ingredients have been added to the
reaction system, it was shaken repeatedly upside down and mixed
well 10 times. The reaction mixture was typically incubated for
30min at 39°C in ThermoCell (Cat. No. B6100; Qitian, P.R. China).
The amplification product was then diluted 50 times with
phosphate-buffered saline and tested using commercial lateral
flow dipsticks (rainbow) (Cat. No. JY0201; Tiosbio, Beijing,
China). Both the test line and control line appear simultaneously
indicating a positive result, while only the control line appears to
indicate a negative result. Only a test line appears to indicate a
doubtful result and needs to be retested.

Specificity and Sensitivity of the RT-RAA/
LFD Assays
The specificity of the RT-RAA/LFD assays was evaluated using
human coronaviruses (HCoV-OC43; HCoV-HKU1; HCoV-
NL63; HCoV-229E; SARS-CoV), human influenza A virus
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 3
(H1N1 and H3N2 subtypes), influenza B viruses (Yamagata
and Victoria lineages), and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV,
type A and B) and hepatitis B virus (HBV). We obtained these
viruses from Chaozhou Hybribio Limited Corporation.

The analytical sensitivity of the RT-RAA/LFD assay was
determined using recombinant pUC57 plasmid and SARS-CoV-
2 RNA transcribed in vitro reference material (pseudovirus),
respectively. The recombinant pUC57 plasmid containing the
full-length N gene of SARS-CoV-2 (GenBank No. MN908947.3)
was synthesized by the company (Sangon Biotec Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai, China). The reference material (low concentration)
containing the full-length N (104 copies/µl) and E (104 copies/
µl) gene, and the partial sequence of ORF1ab gene (GenBank
No.MT027064.1:1,3321–1,5540) (104 copies/µl) was produced by
SIMT (Shanghai Institute of Measurement and Testing
Technology), and was approved by State Administration for
Market Regulation of People’s Republic of China (Certificate
No. GBW(E)091111). The recombinant plasmid was diluted to
106, 105, 104, 103, 102, 101, and 1 copies/µl. The reference material
was diluted to 104, 103, 102, 101, and 1 copies/µl. Ribozyme-free
water was used as a negative control.
Evaluation of the RT-RAA/LFD Assay
Using Clinical Samples
To evaluate the performance of the RT-RAA/LFD assay for
SARS-CoV-2 detection, 100 clinical samples were evaluated
with a commercial SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR kit (Chaozhou
Hybribio Ltd.Corp., Chaozhou, PRC) and the RT-RAA/LFD
assay. The concordance rate between the two assays was
TABLE 1 | Sequences of the RAA primers and LFD probe used in this work.

Primer/Probe Sequence (5′–3′)

RAA-SARS-2-FW CTAACAAAGACGGCATCATATGGGTT
RAA-SARS-2-RV1 FITC- GGCCTTTACCAGACATTTTGCTCTCA
RAA-SARS-2-P Biotin-

CTCTTCTCGTTCCTCATCACGTAGTCGCAAC-THF-
GTTCAAGAAATTCA -Phosphorylation
THF, tetrahydrofuran spacer; FITC, Fluorescein isothiocyanate.
A

B

FIGURE 1 | Primers and probe design for RT-RAA/LFD. (A) Partial structure of the SARS-CoV-2 gene and locations of primers and probe. H indicates the
tetrahydrofuran spacer (THF). Biotin indicates the Biotin label. PHO indicates phosphorylation blocking. FITC indicates the FITC fluorescein label. (B) Alignments of
designed primers and probes and six coronaviruses. Dots indicate consensus, bars indicate absence.
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calculated with the following formula: (Number of consistent
results by both methods/total number) × 100%.
RESULTS

Primer Design for the RT-RAA/LFD Assay
As shown in Figure 1, the primers and probes for the RT-RAA/
LFD assay were manually designed, and the alignment among
the relative virus strains was presented. We could find that both
the SARS-CoV-2 (GenBank: MN908947.3) and SARS-CoV
(GenBank: AY274119.3) could be amplified by the pair of
primers. Therefore, based on the different regions of the two
virus sequences, we designed one specific probe to distinguish
them. In theory, the combination of the two primers and one
probe could specifically detect SARS-CoV-2. Biotin and
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) were labeled at the probe
and primer, respectively (Figure 1).

The Analytical Specificity of the
RT-RAA/LFD Assay
The RT-RAA reactions were performed with nucleic acid from
SARS-CoV-2, human coronaviruses (hCoV), human influenza
virus, and respiratory syncytial virus, and HBV as templates. For
the LFD detection result (Figure 2), it demonstrates only the
product of SARS-CoV-2 which showed positive results with both
test line and control line, while the products of other relative
virus and negative control showed negative results (only quality
control line). These results support that the RT-RAA/LFD assay
could effectively distinguish SARS-CoV-2 and another viruses.
The RT-RAA/LFD assay for the detection of SARS-CoV-2
exhibited high specificity (100%).

Analytical Sensitivity of RT-RAA/LFD
Assay
The detection threshold of RT-RAA/LFD was determined by
using a recombinant plasmid containing the N gene of SARS-
CoV-2 and SARS-CoV-2 RNA transcribed in vitro reference
material (pseudovirus). The dilution series of plasmids ranged
from 1 × 106 to 1 copies/µl. For the plasmid, the gradient of the
red test band ranged from 1 × 106 to 1 copies/µl was detected
(Figure 3A). For the SARS-CoV-2 RNA dilution series from 1 ×
104 to 1 copies/µl, we also observed a steadily decreasing trend in
the signal from 1 × 104 to 1 copies/ml (Figure 3B). All the results
showed that the limit of detection (LOD) was 1 copies/ml for RT-
RAA/LFD.

Clinical Sample Detection via the RT-RAA/
LFD Assay
To evaluate the clinical performance of the SARS-CoV-2 RT-
RAA/LFD assay, RNAs obtained from clinical samples were
detected with RT-RAA/LFD and RT-qPCR, respectively. As
shown in Table 2, the RT-qPCR results illustrated 13 samples
were positive for SARS-CoV-2, with CT values ranging from
21.16 to 37.51 (105 to 101 copies/µl). The results of RT-RAA/LFD
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 4
assays were in complete agreement with those obtained by RT-
qPCR. All these results exhibited the excellent performance of
RT-RAA/LFD assay applied to detect SARS-CoV-2 in a clinical
setting, with a coincidence rate with RT-qPCR results of 100%.
DISCUSSION

The current outbreak of the novel coronavirus COVID-19
(coronavirus disease 2019; the pathogen referred to as SARS-
CoV-2; previously 2019-nCoV) has now spread to six continents
and had been reported in all but six countries as of 24:00 on
September 7, 2020. To control the spread of infectious diseases,
including the COVID-19, the most effective strategies are
FIGURE 2 | Analytical specificity result of RT-RAA/LFD assay. RT-RAA/LFD
specificity result. Blue for the control line while red for the test line. From left
to right, the test samples are NEG for ribozyme-free water, 1 for H1N1, 2 for
H3N2, 3 for influenza B viruses (Yamagata lineage), 4 for influenza B viruses
(Victoria lineage), 5 for respiratory syncytial virus type A, 6 for respiratory
syncytial virus type B, 7 for hepatitis B virus, 8 for HCoV-OC43, 9 for HCoV-
HKU1, 10 for HCoV-NL63, 11 for HCoV-229E, 12 for SARS-CoV, POS for
nucleic acid from SARS-CoV-2.
February 2021 | Volume 11 | Article 613304
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conducting the triple “T”motto: Trace, Test, Treat (Griffin, 2020;
Ng et al., 2020). With the awareness of the severe outbreak, the
affected countries have taken appropriate measures to conduct
extensive detection and effective patients’ screening. Precise
POCT methods for the detection of COVID-19 would increase
the potential scope of diagnosis and apply in the situations such
as the customs, airports, and substrate hospitals that outside of
the laboratory settings. Such methods would have the potential
to reduce the time required to obtain a reliable result, which
could assist in the early identification of COVID-19 infected
patients and would also enable the effective use of epidemic
prevention and control materials, better development of effective
quarantine measures and help with recruitment into clinical
trials of treatments.

The earliest available genomic sequence data verified that
SARS-CoV-2 is a member of the Betacoronavirus genus and
belongs to a subgenus (Sarbecovirus) that includes SARS-CoV
(MERS-CoV belongs to a separate subgenus, Merbecovirus)
(Lvov and Alkhovsky, 2020; Rabaan et al., 2020). SARS-CoV-2
A B

FIGURE 3 | Analytical sensitivity result of RT-RAA/LFD for plasmid and SARS-CoV-2 RNA transcribed in vitro reference material (pseudovirus). Blue for the control
line while red for the test line. (A) The sensitivity results of RT-RAA/LFD for plasmid. 106 to 100 indicates tests with 1 × 106 to 1 copies/µl recombinant plasmid as a
template. NEG indicates a test with ribozyme-free water as a template. (B) The sensitivity results of RT-RAA/LFD for SARS-CoV-2 RNA transcribed in vitro reference
material. 104 to 100 indicates tests with 1 × 104 to 1 copies/µl reference material as a template. NEG indicates a test with ribozyme-free water as a template.
TABLE 2 | Comparison of RT-qPCR and RT-RAA/LFD results for clinical samples.

No. RT-qPCR result (Ct value) RT-RAA/LFD

Orf1ab N-gene E-gene Judgment

1 32.97 32.8 31.64 +
2 27.29 26.92 25.89 +
3 33.52 33.75 32.09 +
4 31.23 30.87 29.65 +
5 33.15 33.04 32.10 +
6 35.89 34.60 33.97 +
7 28.04 27.41 26.56 +
8 21.75 21.98 22.15 +
9 27.00 26.44 26.21 +
10 30.78 31.10 30.56 +
11 39.05 37.51 38.10 +
12 34.95 35.27 35.18 +
13 21.38 21.16 20.51 +
Mean 30.54 30.22 29.59
RT-qPCR and RT-RAA/LFD represent quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction,
reverse-transcription recombinase-aided amplification coupled with lateral flow dipstick,
respectively.
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shows approximately 79% similarity to SARS-CoV at the
nucleotide level (Sen et al., 2020). Considering that SARS-CoV
was once responsible for outbreaks in mainland China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Vietnam, Canada, and eventually 32
countries or regions (Xie and Chen, 2020) and genomic
similarity with the SARS-CoV-2, we designed a specific probe
to provide SARS-CoV-2 specific LFD detection.

In this study, the RT-RAA/LFD was completed in 30 min at a
constant temperature of 39°C, which represents a significant
reduction of the turnaround time compared to other available
methods, such as RT-LAMP (50–60 min) (El-Tholoth et al.,
2020; Huang W. E. et al., 2020; Kashir and Yaqinuddin, 2020;
Yan et al., 2020) and RT-qPCR (2–3 h) (Behrmann et al., 2020;
Pfefferle et al., 2020). Our assay shows advantages in terms of
sensitivity, timeliness, and simplicity compared to the second
detection scheme for SARS-CoV-2 using RAA chemistry
developed by Zhang et al. (Wang X. et al., 2020), which is
reported to detect 120 RNA copies within 1 h with a simple
colorimetric, no-quantitative endpoint readout. In contrast to
the dual-gene detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA via a modified RT-
RAA approach reported by Chen et al (Xia and Chen, 2020), our
assay does not require separate steps to complete reverse
transcription and amplification. Furthermore, the analytical
sensitivity of our RT-RAA/LFD is 1 copies/ml, which is more
sensitive than the fluorescence RT-RAA assay (10 copies/ml) for
reported by Wang J. et al. (2020) and Xue et al. (2020). Compared
with real-time fluorescence RT-RAA assay (Xue et al., 2020) and
RT-qPCR, the RT-RAA/LFD approach does not require a
fluorescence detection device and is more suitable for
application in resource-poor areas. However, there is a risk of
aerosol pollution when using the RT-RAA/LFD method, resulting
from the opening of the reactor tubes. Accordingly, RT-RAA/LFD
is recommended for application in more device-poor areas or
outdoors, while the real-time fluorescence RT-RAA method is
recommended for use in conventional testing schemes.

To validate the clinical application of the RT-RAA/LFD
strategies, 100 clinical samples were tested. The agreement
between the RT-RAA/LFD and RT-qPCR assay was one
hundred percent, suggesting that the RT-RAA/LFD assay
developed in this study was feasible for screening or
diagnosing COVID-19.

In conclusion, the developed POCT method exhibits
sufficient specificity and sensitivity and provides a tool for
moving forward with rapid screening and diagnosis in
community settings (such as primary hospitals, schools,
airports, and custom houses), where patients with suspected
symptoms could be diagnosed at an early stage. Additionally, we
Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 6
recommend accelerating the development and evaluation of
effective molecular POCT systems for SARS-CoV-2.
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